Western Community Primary – Whiteboard Refresh using Clevertouch Screens

Western Community Primary School Ofsted Outstanding School makes the switch to clevertouch
interactive displays supplied and installed by Newlandmedia.

Western Community Primary School, Rutland Road, Wallsend, Tyne and Wear, NE28 8QL.

The problem - ageing projectors with interactive whiteboards that no longer engage.
Solution – provide a state of the art, engaging interactive solution which fits with the schools vision
and is exciting for the children and teaching staff alike.
Newlandmedia attended a site meeting and discussions with the Head teacher and Mitie facilities.
We knew our proposal would need to fit with the schools clear vision to engage and excite the
children and teaching staff. A room by room detailed site survey was required before any solution
could be suggested. Once the survey was complete we took stock and looked at various products
which would fit the bill. It was made clear to us from the start that touch screens were the preferred
option.
High levels of ambient light within the classrooms meant it was clear a good quality anti-glare screen
surface was required. We needed a height adjustable riser mounting solution that would provide a
smooth power lift action to enable the touch screens to be raised and lowered with ease. Tie back
kits were essential to allow us to bolt back to the wall.
Once we had the requirements outlined for the hardware, software became the next focus. The
software needed to be easy to use as well as being engaging and a good collaborative tool.
Importing existing documents as well as creating new lesson plans was desirable. Ipad link up to the
touch screens with annotation tools was essential.

It was clear that Clevertouch interactive displays with the full software bundle would service all
these areas with ease. The Cleverlyxn, DisplayNote and Snowflake software bundle would provide
the dynamic and real time collaboration element that was essential to the learning process.
It was decided the most suitable mounting solution for this project would be the media mate height
adjustable riser with tie back kit. With 700mm of power lift we knew the screen could be positioned
at the desired height with ease for children of all ages and teaching staff.
We were confident we had come up with the best solution possible and arranged with the school for
Newlandmedia to carry out a demonstration and 65-inch loan screen for evaluation.
The feedback we received was very positive and we got the news we were hoping for that our
proposal fits the bill and was competitively priced. Ongoing support was essential to the school’s
needs; it was no problem to us to provide the same day onsite assistance when needed along with
onsite training that was essential to the success of the project.
Once we received an official PO our Installation team got to work with putting method statements,
risk assessments and an installation schedule in place.
Western Community Primary School now has in place multi touch technology installed by
Newlandmedia which comprises of clevertouch 65 displays and neat height adjustable media mate
risers. Children and teaching staff can now enjoy HD quality content with all the benefits than come
with multi touch collaborative technology.
I would like to thank Western Community Primary School for trusting in Newlandmedia’s proposal
and for supporting local business.
The team at Newlandmedia has worked very hard and invested a lot of time to reach clevertouch
accredited status. We are the North East’s clevertouch accredited partner. From the classroom to
the boardroom Newlandmedia have a full range of next generation multi touch screen offerings.
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